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This proposal centres around two equally important questions:

Site-specific art thrives in spaces which have a distinctive character of

1. What kinds of public places are enjoyable?

their own. Such spaces are missing in Helsinki. We found an alternative

2. What kinds of places inspire and support the production of
contemporary forms of art?

in the underground air-raid shelter which currently serves as a car park.

We claim that the answer to both of these questions is the same: we

place for a new museum right in the vicinity of the South Harbour site

MUSEUM

believe that characterful, distinctive places ignite activity and invite a

Our starting point is that the city is lacking large, special and distinctive

wide range of city dwellers to gather around them.

enough spaces for showing new forms of contemporary art. Therefore
we propose that instead of the newly constructed and purposely-built

Helsinki is a marine city but where and how does it show? In the inner

museum building, the city’s new art institution would be situated in the

city area you can spend time on modest quays and docs, walk along

air-raid shelter under the Observatory Hill as well as in historical buildings

promenades and squares but always next to busy thoroughfares. We want

such as the Kaartin maneesi and the observatory.

to make an exception to this and recreate a place, where you can walk and
spend time by the shore without the thunder of the traffic - we want the
public to regain access to shore and the marine feel of the city by recreating
a site where a public park reconnects with the water. We propose to erase
part of the South Harbour landfill and return to the shoreline of the 1820’s
when the Observatory Hill park met the water directly.

Helsinki is a marine city
but where and how does
it show?

The city is lacking large, special
and distintinctive enough
spaces for showing new forms
of contemporary art.
The two entrances into the underground shelter/car park are on
Laivasillankatu and Fabianinkatu. The descending into the museum space
function as transitory passage that helps the museum visitor to settle in a
more receptive state of mind. The wings of the former car park provide
flexible possibilities for small and large exhibitions and events. We have

We believe that the increasingly immaterial, ephemeral, site-specific

added two skylights and two atriums that open onto the surrounding

and socially-engaged forms of contemporary art would not benefit from

park, bringing natural light inside the museum. In addition to this, there

another conventional museum building in the South Harbour. Instead, we

is a project room with a large rectangular window that opens onto the

would like to see these art forms shown in current art institutions and artist

steps by the sea, which as a back projection surface could also be used

runs spaces across the city, in existing as well as in new residential areas.

for displaying video art works and outdoor cinema screenings.
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The Fabianinkatu exit connects the museum with the currently disused
Kaartin maneesi which would provide distinctively different spaces for the
museum programme and/or could be used for the administrative staff of
the museum. The Kaartin maneesi spaces could also be shared with the
Museum of Finnish Architecture, in case they need more space.
What would begin at the shoreline steps, pass the underground museum
passage, continue into the refurbished spaces of the Kaartin maneesi,
the Museum of Finnish Architecture, the Design Museum and the newly
relocated Frame Visual Art Finland, is a culturally unique path connecting
the two green spaces of the Observatory Hill park and the Koulupuistikko.

CIRCLE DOCK
The body of water in the South Harbour is significantly increased by the
removal of a large landfill area, which takes the shoreline back to where
it was in 1820. As much as water is beautiful to watch, we also wanted
people to be able to walk right on the surface level and be surrounded
by it from all sides.
By turning the dock in the shape of a circle we wanted the surface inside
to come to resemble a large natural mirror. The outer edge of the circle
can serve as a dock for boats but is first and foremost intended for a
wide range of spontaneous and organised activities. Anyone can take a

STEPS

stroll around it and marvel the long vistas that open onto the sea past

The reconnection of the Observatory Hill park and the sea is made

by completing the whole circumference which is half a kilometre. We

possible by an elevated steps that descend into the water. The tram tracks

also believe that the shape inspires the local and visiting city dwellers to

together with the cycle paths are laid overground while the car and heavy

use this unique urban water site with new, unforeseen ways.

traffic flows through a tunnel under the steps. The tunnel will hopefully
curb any desires for an easy inner city North to South vehicle access and is
mainly intended for the traffic coming in and out of the port. Some of the
parking spaces that the museum development will erase can be placed
below the steps, and any additional parking spaces could be organised
within a new parking facility that we propose to be built on the Olympic
Terminal plot.

the islands nearby. Joggers can increase the length of their morning jog
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West entrance to museum
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V iew from museum
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V iew of dock from Market Square

